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Abstract— An agent should exhibit proper behaviour depending 
on user’s intention to provide convenience to the user. In this 
regard, even though there are a lot of researches dealing with 
generation of responses according to user’s intention, creating 
robust reactions for the agent in a diverse environment is still a 
critical problem. Also, there are only a few studies utilizing 
methods pertaining to the human brain process. To be able to 
respond to the user’s intention efficiently, we imiate the mirror 
neuron system, which has the ability to react rapidly to simple 
intentions, and the theory of mind system, which is activated by 
complex intentions. A behavior selection network(BSN) system 
selects actions according to external stimuli and achieves a sub-
goal, which is similar to the features of the mirror neuron. 
However, it cannot solve complex problems; thus, we control 
modules of the BSN to make behavioral sequences and 
accomplish long-term goals. We confirm the usability of the 
proposed method by performing several test scenarios using the 
NAO robot. Experiments show that the proposed model is able to 
make behavioral sequences that are able to respond to simple 
intentions as well as complex intentions. 

Keywords-component; intention-response; theory of mind 
system;  mirror neuron system; behavior selection network; hybrid 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
To facilitate cooperation with a user and an agent in various 

domains such as conversational agents, train booking agents, 
intelligent agents for smartphone, and robots, the agent needs 
to understand with user’s intention and should be able to 
respond to user's actions or command reflecting the intention. 
In this regard, interfaces for the intention-response are getting 
more and more attention in the research field [1]. Techniques 
for recognizing the user intention from various sensory 
information and responding to it are the core components of the 
interfaces. In line with this, there is a way to imitate a cognitive 
process of the human brain using the mirror neuron and the 
theory of mind [2].  

Since many researchers use simple methods such as rule-
based methods and lacking in terms of the brain science 
approach, the interfaces have a limitation to process reations 
intelligently like humans [3]. It is also difficult to represent 
relations between the intention and the action. we propose an 
intention-response model based on brain information 
processing which is composed of the mirror neuron system and 
the theory of mind system. The mirror neuron system makes it 
possible to execute rapid reaction intuitively on the other 
person’s goal on the basis of low-level intention [4]. On the 

other hand, the theory of mind system allows us to recognize 
high-level intention relatively [5].  

In this paper, we categorize user intentions into simple 
intentions including the sub-goal and complex intentions 
containing the user’s task goals. The simple intention-response 
model based on a mirror neuron system uses a modularized 
behavior selection network(BSN) to cope with low-level 
intentions. In this point, the BSN has similarities with the 
mirror neuron; why it has flexibility to run the diverse 
environments rapidly while having a goal-oriented feature.  
However, BSN has a limitation which cannot make a 
behavioral sequence of the agent to solve complex problem 
because of conflicting goals. To overcome this problem, the 
complex intention-response model based on theory of mind 
system employs a planning-driven BSN to control modules 
using the STRIPS planning technique. At this point, we do not 
need to consider relations about each module because the 
planner can configure a sequence automatically using the 
independently defined conditions of the module. Therefore, the 
proposed model has the advantage of having a well-defined 
structure which makes it more scalable; it can also produce 
responses by using the appropriate method depending on the 
complexity of the intention. In other words, it can respond to 
the user’s simple intentions as well as complex intentions in an 
efficient way.   

To confirm usability of the proposed model, we implement 
and analyze our approach on NAO robot which is a kind of 
humanoid robot. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 discusses about related work. Section 3 describes the 
proposed model. Section 4 demonstrates the experiments, and 
finally, section 5 concludes the paper and suggests future 
works.    

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Mirror Neuron System and Theory of Mind System 
In the areas of human brain research, two systems, namely, 

the mirror neuron and theory of mind are well known as 
method understanding other's state through observation. In 
other words, we can understand other's intentions through the 
systems. The mirror neuron system consists of the anterior 
intraparietal sulcus (aIPS), the premotor cortex (PMC), and the 
superior temporal sulcus (STS). The aIPS relate to goal-
oriented actions, the PMC identifies goals or actions based on 
the previous memory, and the STS parses motions into a 
meaningful sequences [6], [7], [8]. Simple actions composed of 
sub-goal activate these areas [9]. The theory of mind system 
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consists of the temporo-parietal junction (TP
prefrontal cortex (mPFC). The TPJ is 
representation of goals and intentions, and t
role in reflective reasoning of actions and jud
goals and intentions [10], [11]. 

F. V. Overwalle et al. proposed that t
system is activated from mere actions contain
has a limitation of understanding abstract
theory of mind system responds to the 
intentions as well as the complex action sequ
1 shows results of various experiments de
claims. The left side of the figure shows act
of the mirror neuron system when experi
observed simple actions. The right side of th
recruited brain areas of the theory of 
participants faced situations that require 
complex actions.  

Although the cognitive process of huma
the mirror neuron system and the theory of 
useful mechanism for user's intention-respons
implementation using these mechanism is not

Fig. 1. Experiments related intention response by 

B. STRIPS Planning 

Fig. 2. The process of STRIPS plann

Classical planning techniques consider a
an idealized environment mostly. Since the
own weakness of low flexibility in the com
many researchers have followed to solve t
STRIPS planning is one of them, and it consi
and action [13], [14]. This planning tec
sequence of actions to perform the initial stat
the final state of the world automatically. At 
of an action is expressed by (pre, del, add). 
preconditions, which have to be valid imme
action is applied. add and del indicate a list 
the action ends. Figure 2 shows how STRIPS

PJ), and the medial 
crucial for the 

the mPFC plays a 
dgments, including 

the mirror neuron 
ning sub-goals, but 
t actions; and the 
other’s high-level 
uence [12]. Figure 

emonstrating these 
tivated brain areas 
iment participants 
he figure indicates 

mind when the 
inferences from 

an brain based on 
f mind system is a 
se, the engineering 
t enough. 

 
F. V. Overwalle 

 
ning 

achieving goals in 
e techniques have 

mplex environment, 
this problem. The 
ists of states, goals, 
chnique makes a 
te of the world into 
this time, the form 
pre is a list of the 

ediately before the 
of the effects after 

S planning makes a 

plan. Although this planning t
of the independent actions to 
apply to the problem in reactive

C. Behavior Selection Network
A BSN is proposed by Ma

autonomous agent [15]. The 
behavior-based system, and ha
environments rapidly while h
unlike most reactive systems. T
parameters, environment, goals
the behavior node, the list o
fulfilled before the node can be
the delete list di represent the ex
node has a level of activation α
described by a tuple (ci, ai, d
node X = (cx, ax, dx, αx), behav
current conditions p, each link 
defined as below:   

• X has Y as successor

• X has Y as the predec

• Y conflicts with X:  

For generating a behavior, 
computed using the environmen
node is computed through its su
and conflict links. The activa
defined as follows: ∑ ,  ∑

 

The parameter W is the glo
value. we and wg are values to 
environment and goals respec
environment element, and Gi,m
Both Ei,n and Gi,m  should be 0
consider the type of their link
exchange activation energies t
jth behaviors are connected by 
Thirdly, the activation energy is
selected by the three condition
of the node has to be true, (b) a
to be higher than the threshold, 
higher activation energy than th
nodes. Unless any node is selec
(a) condition and (b) condition
constantly reduces the threshol
when two nodes fulfill all con
randomly.  

Although the BSN can ge
agent rapidly in the unstable
stimuli, it is difficult to achiev
intention including complex pro

 

echnique can create a sequence 
achieve goals, it is not easy to 

e situation.  

k 
aes to generate behaviors for an 

network is based on reactive 
as a flexibility to run the diverse 
having a goal-oriented feature 
The BSN consists of the global 
s, behavior nodes, and links. In 
of preconditions ci have to be 
ecome active; the add list ai and 
xpected effects of the node; each 
αi. Thus, a behavior node can be 
di, αi). Formally, given behavior 
vior node y=(cy, ay, dy, αy), and 
from X node to Y node can be 

:  (p ∈ ax ∩ cy) 

cessor:  (p ∈ cx ∩ ay) 

(p ∈ cx ∩ dy)                     

firstly, the activation energy is 
nt and goals. Secondly, behavior 
uccessor links, predecessor links 
ation of the ith behavior Ai is 

∑ ,  ∑ ,      (1) 

obal parameter for giving weight 
induce activation energies from 
ctively. Ei,n represents the nth 

m is connected to the mth goal. 
0 or 1. After that, behavior nodes 
ks. Wl is the weight values to 
through Li,j whether the ith and 

each type of links respectively. 
s normalized. Lastly, behavior is 

ns as follow: (a) all precondition 
activation energy of the node has 

and (c) the node has to be taken 
he activation energy of the other 
cted in satisfying node with both 
n, the behavior selection system 
ld until the node is selected, and 
nditions, one of them is chosen 

enerate proper reactions of the 
e environment or the external 
e goals for responding to user’s 
oblems [16].  
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III. RELATED WORKS 

A. Intention Response Model Overview 
In this paper, we divide the intention int

and complex intention. The simple intention i
based-mirror neuron system which can 
actions instinctively and mimic the user’
complex intention is described by the base
that can recognize abstract state of the use
inner mind without direct observation. For t
of the intention-response should generate 
rapidly even though the agent uses uncertain
the agent should perform tasks to achieve
complex problems as well as simple problem
propose the method for the intention-respo
mirror neuron system and theory of mind s
process of the proposed method is the 
intention-response model using the modulariz
activated by understanding of the low-level i
a sub-goal, and then it generates behaviors 
the observed user’s intention reactively. O
complex intention-response using the planni
recruited by understanding of the high-level 
of the task goal, and then it generates behavi
to the inferred user’s intention deliberatively.

•  Definition 1. Intention-Response 

I = { SI, CI } is a set of the user’s intentio
si1, …, sin } is a set of simple intentions ba
neuron system, and CI = { ci1, ci2, …, cin } i
intentions based on the theory of mind.  

Let  be the state, and  be the time. G
set of goals, SG = { sg1, sg2, …, sgn  | ∀sgi

of the sub-goals, and TG = { tg1, tg2, …, tgn | 
sgd }, ∀tgn ← ∃cii }} is a set of the task goa
according to the user’s intention can be define

           α     

Fig. 3. Overview of the intention-response

to simple intention 
is explained by the 
understand mere 

’s behaviors. The 
ed-theory of mind 
er and infer user’s 
this, the interfaces 
proper behaviors 

n sensor data, and 
e goals containing 
ms. Therefore, we 

onse based on the 
system. The entire 
figure 3. Simple 

ze BSN(MBSN) is 
intention including 
for responding to 

On the other hand, 
ing-driven BSN is 
intention in terms 

iors for responding 
 Formally, 

on, where SI = { si1, 
ased on the mirror 
is a set of complex 

G = { SG, TG } is a 
i ← ∃sim } is a set 
tgi = { sga, sgb, …, 

al. The response   
ed as follows:      

 
e process 

B. Simple intention-response m
For responding to simple in

based on the BSN. The BSN
rapidly and copes with the u
However, the BSN has problem
slow reaction time. To solve 
proposed modular BSN (MBSN
for only one goal [17]. The 
reusability easier than the BSN.

• Definition 2. Maes’ B

EB = { eB1, eB2, … , eBn } is 
{ nB1, nB2, … , nBn } is a set of 
{ gB1, gB2, …, gBn } is a set o
MBSN M can defined by M = 

NM = { nm } | ∀nm ∈ NB, GM 

The proposed model has a
response based on the mirror ne
system is activated by external
understand actions including a
consists of the stimulus, behav
activation energy of each node
the changing environment and
has a goal-oriented feature. Th
to simple intention including 
behaviors.  

• Definition 3. Simple i

SR = { S, N, SG } is a set o
U = { u1, u2, … , un } be a set o
is a set of stimulus, and N =
behaviors for the intention-resp

            :   
 

In this paper, the module is 
After that, the model generates 
Figure 4 indicates the process o

 
Fig. 4. Simple intent

Furthermore, typical feature
that can predict behaviors of th
on responding to the predict
formula:  ,        0,       

 

When the module M  of tn c , a , d , α  at tim
actions U is matched by the se

modelling  
ntention, the proposed method is 
N generates suitable reactions 
uncertain environment flexibly. 
ms such as conflicting goals and 

these problems, Tyrrell et al. 
N), and each module is designed 
module allows scalability and 

.  

BSN B = { EB, NB, GB } 

a set of the environments, NB = 
f the behavioral nodes, and GB = 
of the goals. Therefore, Tyrrell’ 

{ EM  = { emi } | ∀emi ∈ EB, 

 gBi }. 

a relevance to simple intention-
euron system. The mirror neuron 
l stimulus rapidly and is used to 
a sub-goal. Similarly, the model 
vior nodes, and a sub-goal. The 
e spread reactively according to 
d user’s actions, and the energy 
herefore, the model can respond 

a sub-goal through generated 

intention-response 

of simple intention-response. Let 
f the user’s actions. S = { U, EM } 

= { n1, n2, …, nn } is a set of 
ponse.  

, ,…,                  

selected by recognized intention. 
the response for user’s intention. 

of simple intention-response.  

 
tion-response process 

e of the mirror neuron system is 
he user. In this paper, we focus 
ted behaviors using the below 

                                                 (2) 

the BSN has a response node 
me , if the observed user’s 
t of preconditions c , the node 
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which has a maximum energy would be sele
selected node n  can be used to respo
behaviors of the user. 

C. Complex intention-response modelling 
Unlike the mirror neuron system, theory 

activated by recognizing abstract intentio
complex intention-response method for res
level intentions requires an ability that ca
problems by achieving long-term goals. 

The BSN can generate the response react
sub-goal containing simple intention. Howev
make sequence to solve the complex problem
for responding complex intention like the
system. To resolve this problem, we propos
behavior selection network, which controls 
BSN using STRIPS planning technique. T
combines STRIPS planning with BSN plays 
generating the response to cope approp
uncertain environment and user’s actions. M
modules of the BSN are independent of 
module replaces a primitive action of the 
planning and makes a sequence. Since 
configure a sequence automatically using the
set, we do not need to consider relations a
This explicit structure makes more useful s
other planning technique using a predefin
method for complex intention-response c
advantage of each technique and minimize th

 

Fig. 5. Process generating complex intention

In the figure 5, the STRIP planning con
state, the goal, and a set of actions. The initi
observing information, the goal is fixed a
intentions, and then a set of action is defined
MBSN. Finally, each action has its predef
additional effect, and deleted effect. Accor
goal is set, sequence is made by actions whic
queue to achieve the goal. The method for c
response makes a sequence of decomposed

ected. After all, the 
ond to predicted 

of mind system is 
ons. Accordingly, 
sponding to high-
an solve complex 

tively to achieve a 
ver, since it cannot 
m, it is not suitable 
e theory of mind 
se planning-driven 
the module of the 

This approach that 
the role in flexibly 
priately with the 

Moreover, all of the 
each other. This 

 original STRIPS 
the planner can 

 defined the action 
about each action. 
calability than the 
ed sequence. The 

can maximize the 
he disadvantage. 

 
n-response 

nsists of the initial 
al state is set from 

as from the user’s 
d as a sub-goal in a 
fined precondition, 
rdingly, when the 
ch are added into a 
complex intention-
d goals using the 

modularize BSN in place of p
planning. We represent this pro

• Definition 4. Planning

The STRIPS planning prob
where S0 is an initial state set,
{ a1, a2, …, an } is an action se
ab, …, ad } If the states can be c
Therefore, the proposed method
Md } If A ∋ ∀Mi.  

           ,
 
During the responding to us

plan sequentially, if an agent is
unexpected situations, the agen
goals, and then it cannot perfo
problem, we modify this modu
can be managed, and the plan
abnormally repeated or the num
overflowed, that is considered
goal. It sends the event to STR
revised through the process th
and formerly a failed goal. I
regenerates a modified sequenc
user’s intention.  

• Definition 5. Comple

CR = { S, N, TG } is a set
Let U = { u1, u2, … , un } be a s
is a set of stimulus, and N =
behaviors for the intention-resp

         :   ∏
Therefore, the proposed m

system can cope with user’s a
through the process of decom
into simple intentions using the

IV. EX

We apply the proposed 
humanoid robot agent, and pro
We can show that the propose
complex intentions as well as si

A. Analysis of the simple inten
We design a BSN to conf

sub-goal in the simple intentio
the designed BSN for mimeti
left or the right. For example, 
and ‘attention’ are conta
‘move(object)’ is the sub-goa
intention. The observed behavi
energy between the nodes th
finally selected.  

primitive actions of the STRIPS 
ocess formally.  

g-driven BSN 

blem P is a triple (S0, TG, A), 
 TG is a task goal set, and A = 

et respectively. A plan ∏ = { aa, 
changed from S0 to GS using ∃ai. 
d makes a plan ∏ = { Ma, Mb, …, 

,… ,           α  

ser’s complex intention using the 
s faced with a problem which is 
nt would fail to realize its sub-

orm the next plan. To solve this 
ule so that a failure of sub-goals 
n can be revised. If a node is 
mber of total steps is unusually 
d a failure about achieving the 
RIPS planner so that the plan is 
hat renews the current situation 
In the end, the STIPS planner 
ce, and the agent can respond to 

x intention-response 

t of complex intention-response. 
set of the user’s actions. S = { U } 
= { n1, n2, …, nn } is a set of 
ponse.  

, ,… ,            

 

method based-theory of mind 
abstract intentions deliberatively 
mposing the complex intentions 
e planning-driven BSN.  

XPERIMENTS 
method to NAO, which is a 

ove the usefulness of the system. 
d method can respond to user’s 
imple intentions.  

ntion-response 
firm imitation and achieving a 

on-response. The figure 6 shows 
c activity moving a box to the 
‘stand by’ is one of the stimuli, 

ained in behaviors. Lastly, 
al for responding to the simple 
iors trigger spreading activation 

hrough links, and one node is 
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Fig. 6. The BSN module design for movin

 

Fig. 7. Activity of behavior node for movin
to the right uing a right hand 

 

Fig. 8. Activity of behavior node for movin
to the left using a left hand 

 

As a result of the experiment, the propo
proper behaviors according to the intention
others as shown in figures 7 and 8. 

 
ng the box 

 
ng the box                     

 
ng the box                         

osed model makes 
n of the observed 

B. Analysis of the complex inte
Scenario 1: Users request to N
delivered from PLACE _S to
current position is PLACE _S. 

The experiment was base
appropriate reactions to the ch
we aim to confirm the suitable 
goal. The system architecture 
as shown in the figures 9, 10, a
A’ node is defined as follows: 

• Precondition: Empty H
• Add list: Perceive A 
• Delete list: A Somewh

 

Fig. 9. Planning flowcha

Fig. 10. The BSN module d

Fig. 11. The BSN modul

As a result of the experimen
intentions, and the plan is creat
from the initial state as shown
selected by this plan. Figure 1
We can confirm that the pr

ention-response 
NAO that the OBJECT_A to be 
o PLACE_X, when the NAO's 

ed on the scenario to verify 
hanging the world. Accordingly, 

response to accomplish a target 
is designed for this experiment 

and 11. For example, 'search for 

Hands, A Somewhere 

here 

 
art for the delivery request 
 

 
design for catching object_A 

 
le design for putting down 

nt, goals are set using the user’s 
ted in order to achieve the goals 
n figure 9. Each of the BSN is 
12 shows the behaviors created. 
roper action is selected when 
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compared with the goals set. Most of
demonstrates that each BSN copes robus
situations while achieving the sub-goal. 

 

Fig. 12. The BSN module design for putti

Scenario 2: This experiment is extended fro
add a command that the NAO comes back PL
delivering OBJECT_A from PLACE_S to PL

Fig. 13. The BSN module design to comeback to 

To work out more complex problem
proposed system can be easily extended beca
the independent and clear structure. For th
apply the proposed system to the NAO, and
of 30 experiments. As a result, we can confir
arise when the humanoid robot is controlled
proposed system can control the NAO wit
85.7% because the system copes ada
environment. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Even though a agent like the humanoid r

environmental information, the agent should
intention efficiently including simple task a
task. To solve this problem, we divide the
imitating human brain process into simple 
and complex intention-response based on m
theory of mind. For this, when the agent re
intention, it rapidly generates reactions u
achieve a sub-goal. However, if the intentio
goals, the agent makes the long-term sequen
the modules of the BSN to solve the comp
verified through experiments of the propos
 

f all, the result 
stly with varying 

 
ing down 

om Scenario 1. We 
LACE_S, after that 
LACE_X. 

 
original position 

ms if needed, the 
ause the system has 
is experiment, we 

d performed a total 
rm that large errors 
. Nevertheless, the 
th an accuracy of  

aptably with the 

robot uses unstable 
d respond to user’s 
s well as complex 

e response method 
intention-response 

mirror neuron and 
ecognizes a simple 
using the BSN to 

n has several sub-
nce by controlling 

plex problems. We 
ed model that the 

agent responded proper reactio
and demonstrated an accur
environment. In the future, w
more complex intention-r
experiment which needs to solv
we have a plan to improve the m
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